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History of Silica Disease

• Ramazzini noted lung disease in stone cutters

• Visconti uses term silicosis in 1870 in Milan

• Many exposures appreciated as causing disease e.g. 
knife grinding, sand blastingknife grinding, sand blasting

• 1930 Gauley Bridge

• Still a problem today e.g. 20,000+ silicosis deaths 
yearly in China

But until very recently it was not recognized as a 
carcinogen
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Causes of death among 932 New York city tunnel workers, 
1955-1972

Expected Observed Ratio

Total deaths, all causes 225.76 294 1.30

cancer, all sites 48.26 49 1.02

Lung cancer                         13.15         21           1.60Lung cancer                         13.15         21           1.60

Cancer of esophagus,           11.13         10           0.09

Stomach, colon-rectum

Cancer of Larynx                  0.79           3              ---

Cancer of the oro-pharynx    1.17           1              ---

Cancer of pancreas                2.77           5              ---

Cancer of kidney                   1.14           2              ---



Causes of death among 932 New York city tunnel workers, 
1955-1972 continues

Cancer of all other sites         7.57           7             0.40

Pulmonary disease, total 9.02 50 5.54

Pulmonary tuberculosis        2.22         11            4.95Pulmonary tuberculosis        2.22         11            4.95

Pneumoconiosis, fibrosis       --- 20             ---

Other chronic respiratory       --- 13            ---

disease

Pneumonia, influenza            6.80           6           0.88  

Accidents, violent deaths 11.67 39 3.34

All other causes 156.81 156 0.99





At Mount Sinai I did not get 

trained that silica was a 

carcinogen 



1986-IARC

Crystalline Silica Carcinogenic in 

Experimental Animals

Evidence for carcinogenicity noted to 

be “limited”



After increasing number of studies from 

many countries documented that silica 

did cause cancer in humansdid cause cancer in humans

In 1997 IARC declared silica a definitive 

human carcinogen



Some Key References:

• 2000-Finkelstein, Am J Ind Med, Discusses silicosis and 

lung cancer and finds a dose response relationship for 

both; discusses many epidemiologic studies

• 2001-Steenland et al., Cancer Causes and Control Pooled 

exposure-response of 10 cohorts 44k miners, 21k non-

miners, 1072 lung cancers

• 2004-Attfield and Costello, Am J Ind Med. Found lung 

cancer excess in granite miners from Vermont with no real 

confounders



Questions about Silica and Lung Cancer

• Cell type distribution—no data available as 

exists for smoking and asbestos 

• Relationship to smoking

• No silicosis required



Smoking has been a  confounder 

in silica studiesin silica studies

Still not clear if there is an 

additive or multiplicative 

relationship with silica exposure 

and smoking



We appreciate that asbestosis is We appreciate that asbestosis is 

not needed for asbestos to cause 

lung cancer

Is silicosis needed?



Like early cases of asbestos 

caused lung cancers primarily in 

asbestotics, most silica related asbestotics, most silica related 

lung cancer was seen in silicotics

Not surprising given the usual 

dose-response relationship  



Liu, Steenland et al-Am J Epi 2013

Silicosis NOT needed to document 

excess lung cancer

Showed dose-response even for non-

silicotics, and between additive and 

multiplicative risk with smoking



The Naysayers Respond

• McDonald initially skeptical, Weil and 

McDonald still downplay data but seem to 

be more accepting more recentlybe more accepting more recently

• The usual cabal of naysayers (Hessel, 

Gamble, Gee, Gibbs, Mossman, etc.) speak 

against silica-cancer relationship (JOEM)



As a carcinogen, the level of 

exposure to silica among workers exposure to silica among workers 

should be reduced as much as 

possible, and safer substitute used 

whenever feasible


